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Introduction

1. The purpose of this handbook on hospital nursing is to help ward-based nurses and the managers closest to the wards improve the quality of patient care in NHS hospitals. It is called 'Making Time for Patients' because, so often, nurses and their managers identify their own lack of time as the principle obstacle in the way of making the changes they want to make and that they feel will improve quality.

2. Essentially, the handbook proposes two routes for making time for patients. The first is to examine in detail the way wards work and, where necessary, change the way nurses spend time with and away from patients. On the majority of wards the Audit Commission looked at, the methods of organising nurses' work tend to fragment patient care. As a result, although individual patients have contact with many nurses, and individual nurses have contact with many patients, neither finds the contact satisfactory. Cumulatively, there is a great amount of patient-nurse contact, but because it is fragmented, both patients and nurses experience the latter as having very little time.

3. The second route is to review the management of the resources available for delivering care to patients, and again, to make changes if they are needed. Responsibility for the quality of patient care needs to be linked to control over ward resources, and vested as close to the ward as possible. This makes it easier to deploy all the resources of the ward effectively – including nursing and non-nursing staff time, the mix of skills and equipment – to meet the objectives for patient care.

4. In 1991, the Audit Commission published The Virtue of Patients: Making Best Use of Ward Nursing Resources (Ref.1) which gave an overview of the problems in delivering patient care, staffing wards and managing nursing services in hospital. It called for leadership at senior management level, support for 'bottom up' approaches to change-management and quality-improvement, and proposed a framework of action for senior managers to improve the service to patients.
5. The intention behind this second Audit Commission publication on acute nursing is to strengthen the 'bottom up' side of the equation by examining the process of delivering nursing care to patients, and describing in more detail the quality problems associated with it and the good practice solutions discovered in NHS hospitals.

6. It is written for that audience of key change agents close to the wards that is made up of nurses, ward sisters and charge nurses, nurses in what are variously described as 'quality' and 'resource management' posts, and middle managers positioned immediately above the wards. There is not a generic term that can sensibly be applied to the last group. There is too much variety in organisational structures and in the titles attached to posts at this level. But the managers close to the wards, often now carrying responsibility for a handful of wards or more within a Clinical Directorate or Unit, are ideally placed to put into effect the recommendations the Audit Commission made in The Virtue of Patients and to support the changes on the wards that are needed.

7. The research for the handbook was conducted in a representative sample of 10 NHS hospitals. The project team looked in detail at a sample of 39 general medical, general surgical and acute care of the elderly wards, visited wards in other hospitals to follow-up cases of good practice about which it had heard, and paid brief visits to hospitals in the USA and in France. The team was advised periodically during the course of its research by a panel of senior nurses, managers and academics and by a group of ward sisters and clinical nurse managers.
What is Good Quality Nursing Care?

INTRODUCTION

8. It would be difficult to overstate the psychological and emotional impact on patients of admission to hospital, even for those who by virtue of the frequency of their hospital stays eventually become 'expert patients'. On acute general wards, the majority of patients anticipate going into hospital more with relief than anxiety, but for a significant number the hospital stay is associated with major worries and fears (Exhibit 1). Those who are admitted in an emergency have no time to plan or to prepare themselves for their hospital stay. On general medical wards this applies to three quarters of the patients, and on general surgical wards, to more than one in three.

9. On every acute ward there are some patients for whom the stay in hospital comes to represent a turning point in their lives – either because their diagnosis or treatment affects their sense of their own identity, or because they have to change future plans. In this often unexpected, and always unwelcome position, they find themselves feeling psychologically as well as physically dependent on hospital staff, and especially vulnerable to the attitudes the professional staff take towards them.

10. The major surveys of patient opinion of the past twenty five years show that when they are in hospital, patients want to be on good terms with the professional staff; to be kept informed about their condition, treatment and progress; and to have a sense of being cared for personally rather than as a medical condition or 'a body in a bed'.

Exhibit 1

LEVELS OF PATIENT ANXIETY ON ACUTE GENERAL WARDS
One in five patients on acute general wards expresses major anxiety

Source: Health Policy Advisory Unit
11. The text that follows is from an interview with a patient who had a very good experience on an acute surgical ward. She is a woman who has had a number of operations over a period of ten years, and in common with a great many of the patients one finds on all acute general wards, she has become an 'expert', able to compare the experience of a number of wards in different hospitals. In the interview she also talks about the patient in the next bed, an older woman admitted for major emergency bowel surgery.

**Arriving on the ward**

'When I arrived at the ward they told me I'd have to wait a while for a bed. I suppose I wasn't surprised, even though I had an appointment, but I thought 'oh no, this isn't a very good start...'. Whilst I was waiting in the corridor, the ward clerk came and introduced herself and told me what was happening. She said I'd be admitted as soon as they had a bed, and that one of the nurses – she called her 'your nurse' – would come and see me. I wasn't sure what she meant, but I felt better. At least they hadn't forgotten me.

**Introductions and information**

Once the bed was free, the clerk came and got me. She showed me to the bed... 'My nurse' was called Angela. She introduced herself, and made it clear she had enough time to talk. She just sat down on the bed next to me and waited. There were loads of questions I had forgotten to ask the doctor in out-patients, but I remembered most of them and she gave me answers. She explained what was going to happen and talked a lot about the anaesthetic and how I was likely to feel afterwards. It meant I could ask her about after the operation. I wasn't sure if I'd be able to drive, and she said it would be fine.

She also told me about the other nurses and who was going to look after me. She said she wouldn't be there after the operation and I wouldn't see her again before I went home because the next day was her day off. She asked me quite a bit about how I was going to get home. I had already made sure my husband would be around because of course I knew when I was coming out. She said the other nurse who would look after me was Jane and I should ask her if I was bothered about anything.
Names and identities

It was different from the other times I've been in hospital, in so many ways. I don't think a nurse has ever told me her name and sat down with me like that. I remember last time I was in hospital I actually called one of the nurses by her name. I'd seen it on her badge and I didn't want to just shout 'Nurse!' She looked so surprised and I still don't know if she thought I was a bit impertinent. You never do know, do you? To begin with I wasn't sure who the sister was this time. There was a nurse who seemed more senior and I saw her giving advice to another nurse. But when I got out of bed, I could see all the photographs on the wall, and she was the sister.

Flexible responses

When I came to after the operation I had missed supper completely and I was so hungry. This nurse, Jane, was there then, and when she saw I was awake she came and asked me how I was. She made me some tea and toast. The other thing that really impressed me and was so different... last time I was in hospital, do you know the night nurse actually woke me up to ask if I wanted a sleeping pill? It makes me laugh now. Well, I heard the night nurse this time – she was going round asking who wanted sleeping pills and pain killers – she said to one of the patients 'you need to tell me now, because I won't wake you later.' I woke up at 4.30 in the morning. Last time, I remember, you felt guilty if you woke up early, well before they woke you up, and I was actually told off for putting the light on. But when the night nurse saw I was awake, she came and asked how I was and offered me a cup of tea. She asked if I wanted the light on or to go the day room. But I had the tea and went back to sleep. When I woke up it was half past seven. Most people were awake, but they didn't wake everyone up. I suppose some people might have missed breakfast, but...sometimes you'd rather sleep if you feel awful. Don't you think so?

Allocation

My neighbour had been on the ward for nine days. She had been incredibly ill and had an operation that took seven hours the day she came in. She was walking around but she still felt dreadful. She had a different nurse, not Angela. She told
me the way it worked. She basically had three nurses who always looked after her and there were two students who worked with them. She said the students had all left the previous week, and all the students on the ward now were new. She liked it. She said she felt she could help the students in a way, and she didn't mind them looking after her because she knew there was a fully trained nurse supervising them.

**Discharge home**

She had been very worried about going home. She lives with her youngest daughter who is twelve, her husband and her mother. They all came in to see her except the mother who isn't very well herself. What she was worried about was not being able to manage everything as soon as she went home. She almost didn't want to go home because she was so worried about how she'd cope. But her nurse had spoken to her about it and since then she had got over it. Her nurse had asked her husband to come in for an appointment with her and she had explained to him that his wife wouldn't be able to do everything and he'd have to help a bit more than usual. She felt he'd taken it from the nurse and really wanted to help.'

**WHAT THE VISITOR SEES**

12. Wards send signs and signals to the outside world about their values and priorities. Visitors to hospitals rapidly learn a great deal about wards from these signs: about the way they work, about the value the staff place on helping individual patients to feel at ease (if not at home) and, above all, on whether the service is there for the patient or the other way round. Some of the more important signs are:

**Respect for the patient's privacy and dignity**

There are enough screens in sufficiently good repair to protect adequately the privacy and dignity of every patient. Nurses are careful to use them at all times. Patients have the right size hospital night-gowns and pyjamas, and all the openings have fasteners that work. Visitors do not inadvertently overhear confidential matters being discussed between professional staff or with patients. Instead, they observe nurses taking time to answer patients'
questions fully. When nurses do not know the answer to a question they can be heard promising to find out and report back later.

**Written and visual information**

The ward provides a variety of written and printed information to patients and their visitors. It is attractively produced, kept up to date and carefully displayed (see Figure 1 a,b). If there are notices for patients and staff, for example, it is evident from their position and sign-posting which are for the patients. Information is placed where patients can reach it. On one ward, for example, a leaflet about the ward is placed on every bedside locker. The information may include:

▼ Information handed to patients as they leave the ward. Patients are given written information about the drugs they take home, their next appointment at the hospital, health advice and a telephone number to contact if they should need it.

▼ The name of the doctor and the nurse who has overall charge of the patient’s care posted at the head or foot of the bed where it is clear to see.

▼ Notices inviting patients to make suggestions and give feedback,
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and giving them information about where and how to make complaints.

▼ Health education leaflets selected to meet the particular needs and interests of the patients normally on the ward.

▼ Up-to-date photographs, showing members of staff individually with their name and position clearly labelled. (Some wards display photographs of staff parties, but whilst the staff may enjoy looking at them they are very rarely helpful to patients.)

**Communication**

Nurses can be seen introducing themselves, and explaining what their role is to be in relation to the patient. They use plain English, avoid jargon and technical terms, stand around the head of the bed and speak loudly enough for the patient to hear what they have to say. They are careful not to discuss confidential or embarrassing matters in the hearing of other patients, but to leave these for discussion with the patient at a point when it is possible to have some privacy.

**Explicit account of the religious and cultural requirements of patients represented in the local catchment population**

The written information is available in languages other than English spoken in the local community, and arrangements for interpreters and patient advocates on the wards are clearly posted. Attention is clearly paid to the
different dietary needs of patients, to the need for special arrangements for washing and clothing, and to any special requirements at time of death.

**Ward philosophies**

Tell patients and visitors what the ward is aiming to achieve and what they – the patients – can and should expect (see Figure 2 a,b). They are written in plain English, using expressions such as 'looking after every patient as an individual' instead of nursing terms like 'individualised patient care'. They are positioned where everyone can read them, usually at the entrance to the ward or near the door. Often they are written in large print and framed, which makes them attractive as well as easy to read.

**Care plans**

Nurses are to be seen writing care plans at the patient's bed rather than in the office, or at a table in the centre of the ward. This makes it easier for the patient to contribute to the plan and to ask questions about the record.

**Handover**

The handovers at the bedside genuinely include the patient. The maximum number of nurses is unlikely to be more than four.
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13. Last, but not least, and of great significance given the title of this handbook, one of the signs that tells the visitor a great deal about the ward is its atmosphere. Where the individual patient is at the centre of nursing activity the atmosphere invariably appears to be calmer and less frenetic than on other wards. Nurses seem not to be rushing around looking so busy that it would have to be a brave patient indeed who asked for their attention. Nor do they sit in groups together, on the ward or in the office, recovering from the rush over cups of coffee and tea. Instead, the pace of their work appears to proceed more steadily. No doubt they are busy, but they appear more in control and the pace of work is more even. It is also more common to see them sitting with patients without necessarily 'doing' anything to or for them, simply sitting and talking.
General Problems with Definitions of Quality in Nursing

14. In health care generally, outcome measures are considered superior to other types of quality measure. But in nursing, as in every other area of clinical work, the relationship between patient outcomes and the activities of the nurses and other clinicians that may have produced them need to be clearly and precisely understood.

15. There is a great need for more research into clinical nursing practice, but the methodological problems in this area are severe.

- It is difficult to identify the part played by clinical treatment generally from what might be termed 'patient factors', such as the psychological and emotional support of friends and family.

- It is difficult to distinguish the specific contribution of nursing (as opposed to any other clinical discipline) to an individual patient's progress.

- Randomised control trials and case control experiments are not easy to mount in the extraordinary complexity of the environment of an acute general ward.

- The same standardisation problems occur in dealing with differences between individual patients as in all other areas of clinical research.

16. In nursing, it is arguably especially important to develop measures of process – that is, objective ways of describing and measuring what nurses do to patients and how they do it, because so much of what patients value about nursing is contained in the process. What patients care about is how nurses 'do nursing': how they respond when the patient calls out or makes a request; how they offer help with washing, sitting up in bed, moving from the bed, eating; how they answer questions, and so on.
PATIENTS’ ASSESSMENTS OF THE DEGREE TO WHICH THEY ARE TREATED AS INDIVIDUALS IN HOSPITAL

One in four patients feels a lack of individual care and attention

PUBLIC OPINION OF THE QUALITY OF NURSING CARE

17. Historically, the public has always rated nursing and nurses highly, but a number of recent surveys of patient opinion have demonstrated rising levels of dissatisfaction with hospital care in general, including nursing. The dissatisfaction centres upon the lack of personal care and the poor quality of patient-nurse communication. In relation to both, patients talk about nurses 'not having enough time for them.'

**Personal care:** Although most patients say they are well cared for in hospital, one in four says the care is impersonal and feels like a production line (Exhibit 2). In one survey, a third of the respondents who had been in hospital in the previous twelve months complained about the rigid timetable of the ward, being woken early and the poor quality of the meals. One in five said the nurses had been 'too busy to attend to their individual needs' (Ref. 2).

**Patient-nurse communication:** Between a quarter and a third of patients express dissatisfaction with their contact with professional staff. Although it is a minority who complain about nurses, one in five says nurses could try harder to make sure patients understand the information and that they leave the responsibility for information-giving to doctors (Exhibit 3). One sixth of the complaints about nursing care investigated by the Ombudsman in 1990-1991 were concerned with problems with communication (Ref. 3).

NURSING OPINION OF THE QUALITY OF NURSING CARE

18. It is not only the patients who regret the lack of individualised care and feel that 'nurses do not have enough time' for real communication. A number of recent surveys of nursing opinion have shown 'problems in delivering patient-centred care' are a significant factor contributing to low morale amongst nurses and a reason many nurses give for leaving NHS employment (Refs. 4, 5 and 6). Many nurses are dissatisfied with what they experience as a gap between the rhetoric of the nursing process which talks about 'individualised' or 'patient-centred care', and the reality of discontinuous and routinised patient care on acute general wards. Along with the patients, they too attribute the difficulties they have delivering patient care to 'not having enough time for the patients'.

Source: Health Policy Advisory Unit
19. The Audit Commission bases its assessment of quality in nursing on the degree to which the care succeeds in being (a) continuous and (b) centred on the needs of the individual patients (Box A, overleaf).

20. Continuity and patient-centred care are so fundamentally intertwined that it is difficult to say where one begins and the other ends. In order to see the benefits of detailed, individualised care planning, individual nurses need to have continuous relationships with individual patients. They need to witness the consequences for patients of nursing decisions. If their contact with individual patients is fragmented, they will find it more difficult to value care-planning and to devote to it the time it requires. Care plans are the key to providing continuity and personalised care. They are the vehicle that allows the many different nurses caring for the same patient to direct their work with that patient towards an explicit and agreed common goal.
Box A

REASONS FOR CHOOSING CONTINUITY AND PATIENT-CENTRED CARE

**Patient Preference:** they satisfy the conditions for achieving good communication and personalised care.

**Clinical Effectiveness:** despite the paucity of research, there are clear signals from intensive care and care of patients with heart disease (Refs. 7 and 8); and management of post-operative pain (Ref. 9) that continuous, patient-centred care is clinically more effective.

**Professional Values:** in education, policy and practice, the nursing profession is committed to the concept of individualised 'patient-centred' care, based on the implementation of the nursing process (Refs. 10, 11, 12 and 13). The Department of Health Nursing Division’s *Strategy for Nursing* identifies primary nursing as a form of organisation that can provide continuity and personalised care. *The Patient's Charter,* has similar objectives, and commits hospitals to developing systems of 'named nursing'.
Problems in the Delivery of Nursing Care

21. Part I of this section of the handbook examines four factors that detract from continuity of care:

   (a) Methods of allocating patients to nurses
   (b) Problems in clinical decision-making
   (c) Communication problems
   (d) Poor discharge planning

and two factors that inhibit patient-centred care:

   (e) Poor documentation
   (f) Rigid ward timetables

Part II looks behind the scenes at the reasons for them.

INTRODUCTION

22. On the majority of wards in the Audit Commission's sample, the methods used to organise care prevent nurses from giving continuous, personalised care to patients. Nurses and managers at all levels of the service often attribute poor quality to 'lack of nursing time' or 'lack of resources'. But the Audit Commission found no evidence of a systematic relationship between the quantity of resources available on wards and quality of patient care. On the whole, what distinguishes the wards that are succeeding in achieving greater continuity and more patient-centred care from others, is that they manage to use all their resources, including clerical and support staff time and equipment, to release nursing time for patients.
23. In the majority of hospitals, it should be possible to improve the quality of care and create more nursing time for patients by changing the arrangements for managing the service to allow individuals at every level in the hierarchy to make the most of the opportunities. Management structures need to bring responsibility for the delivery of nursing care and control over the resources of the ward together and closer to the ward. The ward sister or manager (be it a nurse or a general manager) will then be well placed to make sure resources are used to their maximum to achieve care objectives.

24. Off the ward factors can detract from the quality of patient care. In particular, internal transfers of patients from one ward to another occurring for non-clinical reasons and caused by problems in bed management put continuity of care at risk. It is not usual for managers of nursing services to be in a position to prevent such moves. Ward-based nurses can try to 'contain the damage'—ensuring that the patients selected for transfer are suitable, that there is a proper handover to the receiving ward and that the patient's care plan goes too. But because the transfers themselves are not amenable to ward level solutions, this handbook does not discuss them. Readers are referred to the Audit Commission's report on acute bed management (Ref. 14) which makes a number of recommendations that can help to resolve problems at hospital level.

25. Methods of allocating patients to nurses determine the potential for stable individual patient-nurse relationships. On most sample wards, the Audit Commission found patients had very little sense of personal contact with individual nurses. The minority who confidently named a nurse responsible for their care (or one nurse 'and the others who work with her') were on wards that had explicitly identified continuity in individual patient-nurse relationships as a priority. These wards allocated the patient to the same nurses for the entire length of their stay.

26. The methods of allocation practised on the majority of wards prevent the development of stable patient-nurse relationships (Exhibit 4). Patients often do not know which nurse is looking after them. The feeling that all the nurses are in...
some sense responsible creates uncertainty in their minds about which nurse to
approach about serious worries or concerns.

27. One patient described how she felt about not knowing whether any of the nurses
was 'hers'. She was particularly conscious of the difficulty because she had been in
intensive care for seven days where she had been allocated to the care of one nurse
in particular. Asked what she did when she needed help or wanted to talk to a
nurse, she said:

'It's a case of who's passing at the time. It's very different here from in intensive
care. Maybe I was spoilt, but here it's like walking into another world. You ask
anybody, whereas there you know who's looking after you...I'm not all that
impressed. I don't want to be uncharitable, but there seems to be a lack of interest
in the individual. I mean we are all ill and you want a bit of pampering, but you
don't get it.'

28. Many wards that describe themselves as doing 'team nursing' will be able to
increase continuity of patient care and develop more stable relationships between
patients and nurses by:

▼ Defining the nursing team's workload in terms of patients rather than
beds.

This will allow patients who have to be moved to a different bed in the
same ward to remain with the team that admits them.

▼ Not allowing teams to change ends at pre-determined intervals.

Teams change ends at intervals that last anything from three months to
three days – a system that gives precedence to the needs of staff rather
than patients. Indeed, on many wards where changing ends is routine,
sisters feel obliged to provide nurses with 'variety' and to share out the
less popular patients amongst the staff.

But changing ends can prevent nurses from getting to know patients well
enough to understand and empathise with their problems. And without
that level of understanding, they will continue to see not 'patients with
problems' (that are potentially amenable to solutions), but 'problem
patients'.
Compiling separate duty rosters for each team rather than one roster for the whole ward.
The single duty roster makes it more difficult to create stable team membership.

29. It is difficult to see any potential for stable relationships between individual nurses and patients on the wards currently doing patient allocation. As a method of organising care it permits individual patients to be looked after by different configurations of nurses on every shift. And it offers no guarantee to nurses that having worked with a patient on one shift, they will work with the same patient again.

(b) CLINICAL DECISION-MAKING

30. It is very difficult to generalise about clinical decision-making in nursing. All kinds of clinical decisions are made whilst patients are in hospital. Making such decisions is a highly complex activity that will be determined in part by major factors such as the stability of the patient's condition and dependency level. But it is useful to distinguish between the major decisions that will be made in the original care plan and whenever there is a need to reassess the main elements of the plan
in a fundamental way, and the more immediate, minor decisions nurses make whilst they are in contact with patients. Which nurses are involved in making the different types of decision will depend on the system for organising care and the ward sister's judgement of the experience and competence of members of the ward nursing team. She will decide who is ready to take responsibility for individual patients' care.

31. Because nursing is a 24-hour a day activity and individual nurses work shifts lasting anything from 7.5 to 12 hours, the degree to which there is continuity in the decision-making process will depend upon:

▼ The number of nurses making decisions about individual patients.

The greatest continuity is achieved on wards where the responsibility for planning the care of individual patients, and for major reassessments of the plan, is delegated to one trained nurse – either the primary nurse or the leader of a team – for the length of the patient's stay.

A third of the Audit Commission sample wards attempt to limit the number of nurses who might potentially be involved in decisions about an individual patient to those in the patient's team. But half set no limits to the numbers of nurses who can make decisions about the care of an individual patient (Exhibit 5). Any nurse on duty and available at the time of the patient's admission will complete the initial assessment and plan of care and any other nurse working with that patient on a subsequent shift evaluates and updates the plan (including the discharge plan).

▼ The amount of direct contact between the nurse(s) who make the decisions and the patient.

There is more continuity when the nurse who makes the decisions is directly involved in caring for the patient.

Traditionally, the ward sister provided continuity by making all the major decisions. But many sisters now feel they spend very little time with patients and they are increasingly less involved in clinical care. Logically, this means that if they are continuing to take responsibility

Exhibit 5

RESPONSIBILITY FOR PATIENT ASSESSMENT AND MAJOR DECISIONS IN NURSING CARE
On half the wards there is very little continuity in clinical decision-making

Source: Audit Commission sample
for clinical decision-making the decisions are being made by someone with comparatively little first-hand knowledge of the patients.

▼ The degree of clarity about who is responsible for individual patients.

The wards where everyone – staff and patients – knows who is responsible for particular patients, are the minority mentioned above where responsibility for making major decisions about individual patients is clearly delegated to either a primary nurse or a team leader. But on other wards, there is a considerable amount of confusion about the roles of ward sisters and trained nurses and the responsibility for individual patients.

On patient allocation wards and most team nursing wards, sisters feel responsible for what they describe as the 'most important' decisions, leaving the less important to the nurses delivering care to the patient. But because there is very little discussion about the criteria for judging the relative importance of different types of decision, and a considerable amount of anxiety about delegation, nurses and patients are effectively in a kind of 'no-man's-land' in which everyone, or no-one, might be making decisions.

32. In most hospitals, nurses have been left to develop their own interpretation of the terms 'accountability' and 'responsibility', and have arrived at their own definitions. Many sisters are not certain that it is possible to retain overall responsibility for the care of patients on their wards whilst delegating the responsibility for individual patients to other nurses. They are also uncertain about how to square the idea of delegation with the UKCC's requirement that its members should be accountable at all times for their practice.

33. Nurses and managers at every level need to clarify together the distinction between overall responsibility for patient care delivered on wards (including responsibilities for cover, for standards and for making sure every patient has an individual plan of care); responsibility for the decisions that need to be made in the care of individual patients; and accountability for one's own practice. Once these distinctions have been thoroughly understood, it should be possible for sisters to delegate responsibility for clinical decisions to other qualified members of staff.
Building continuity in patient-nurse relationships, and clarifying who is responsible for the care of individual patients will improve the communication between nurses and patients, and between nurses and their colleagues from other professions.

**Communication between patients and nurses**

35. On primary nursing and some team nursing wards, patients and their visitors are encouraged to share information and direct questions to the primary nurse or team leader. Elsewhere, they are left to make up their own minds about the 'right' channels of communication. They have to try and decide for themselves whether to talk to the nurse they see most frequently, the nurse looking after them at the moment, the ward sister, or the nurse they like best.

36. Sometimes nurses complain that patients give information to the 'wrong' person, meaning domestic staff and very junior students. They need to understand how difficult it is for patients to know (without being told) who is the 'right' person.

**Communication between nurses at handover**

37. Although nurses communicate with each other all the time, the shift handover is a critical moment as far as maintaining continuity is concerned.

38. Wards vary considerably in how they conduct handovers and there do not appear to be any strict rules. The Audit Commission sample divides almost equally between office and bedside handovers. Theoretically, bedside handovers allow greater patient participation, but how much the patient is really able to participate will depend less on where the handover takes place than on the approach and the skills of the nurses. Some bedside handovers are reminiscent of medical ward rounds and involve patients comparatively little.

39. Measures that diminish the risk of losing continuity of individual patient's care at handover are:

   ▼ Making sure the nurse making the report has direct, first-hand knowledge of the patient, and is not relying on other nurses' reports for information.

---

4. Problems in the Delivery of Nursing Care  

**Good Practice**

— Communication between patients and nurses. Paragraphs 79-80, page 38
Good Practice

— Communication between nurses at handover. Paragraph 81, pages 38-39

▼ Keeping written information about the patient in one place and avoiding duplication.

On many wards, information about the same patient is held in a number of different places – the care plan; checklists; the Kardex; the ward diary; the notes the nurses make for themselves and keep in their pocket.

▼ Valuing the written patient record.

Only a minority of wards make constructive use of the written records at handover and expect nurses on the in-coming shift to read them. Most place much more importance on oral communication, but this means that any nurse not present at the handover is deprived of access to the information.

▼ Not using up the handover time by repeating the standard information about patients that nurses can get from the notes (name, age, diagnosis), but taking the time to discuss individual patients and their care more fully, and in greater depth.

Communication between nurses and other health professionals

40. Inter-professional communication is a top priority for everyone in hospital. Nurses and their professional colleagues from other disciplines place great store by multi-disciplinary meetings and acute care of the elderly wards are particularly good at organising them. Two thirds of the wards hold regular meetings, although members of the other professions, and doctors in particular often do not attend.

41. Communication works best when there is agreement about the correct channels, mutual respect, and a common basis for discussion, i.e. first-hand knowledge of the patient. Gaps in communication and misunderstandings between health professionals are not only detrimental to patient care, they also affect the communication between professional and patient adversely.

42. Many wards are changing the way nurses communicate with professional colleagues from other disciplines. Traditionally, the ward sister has been the person who communicates with the doctors and all the other professional staff, but increasingly that responsibility is being devolved to the nurse who is responsible for the patient. On almost twenty-five per cent of sample wards, for example, the
team leader or the primary nurse for the specific patient attends the consultant's ward round.

43. On some wards, nurses have made changes in the way they work without discussion with their immediate colleagues. Where the tensions and difficulties surrounding the changes are particularly acute, they sometimes need to spend more time discussing and explaining in advance what they are trying to do, to help their colleagues understand.

44. Other health professionals witness the changes in the role of the sister, and often seem to interpret them in terms of loss: loss of authority; loss of status; loss of contact; loss of interest and, some say, loss of commitment to nursing. Significantly, many of them identify with the sister's perceived losses and feel undermined themselves if a more junior nurse than the sister deals with them. One consultant, for example, feels the sister allows junior nurses to accompany him on his round because she does not value contact with doctors.

(d) DISCHARGE PLANNING

45. Good discharge planning is essential for continuity of care.

▼ There is a need for clarity about who has overall responsibility for the patient's discharge plan.

On many wards, the ward sister is nominally responsible, but the implementation of the plan is handed on from one nurse to the next with each change of shift. No one person is ever fully responsible for all aspects of the plan.

▼ Responsibility for communicating with the patient, the patient's close relatives and with professional colleagues needs to be clearly established.

Nurses on the wards, and visiting professional staff – such as the social worker, the community liaison nurse and the physiotherapist – need to know who to talk to about each individual patient's discharge plan, and how to reach them.

Good Practice

— Communication between nurses and other health professionals. Paragraphs 82-83, pages 40
Documentation: it is helpful to document assessments for discharge planning and discharge plans in full, and to include mention of the views and feelings of patients and their relatives.

It is also useful to simplify the documentation so that anyone wanting to check the plan, knows where to find it. Information relating to the patient's discharge is often kept in more than one place: in case-notes, ward diaries, the ward clerk's lists of duties for the day and, most problematically, in nurses' heads (Exhibit 6).

Discharge policies and procedures

Although nurses and managers seem more than convinced of the importance of discharge planning, only two out of ten hospitals in the Audit Commission sample had accompanied the introduction of a new discharge policy and procedures with awareness training. Six of the ten hospitals had policies staff had either not seen, or found to be of little practical use (Exhibit 7). Two hospitals had no discharge policy at all. None of the hospitals had systems in place for monitoring discharges or discharge planning.

46. The current solutions to the problems in this area tend to be superficial and cosmetic. They most frequently take the form of checklists, new stationery or newly designed documentation. They generally do not make much impact because they tend to tackle the symptom leaving the root cause of the problem – the organisation of care – untouched.

FACTORS INHIBITING PATIENT-CENTRED CARE
(e) PLANNING PATIENT CARE

47. Written needs assessment and care plans are the practical medium through which the care of patients is 'individualised'. Writing care plans and maintaining the records takes time. On one primary nursing ward where the care-planning and record-keeping was thorough and detailed, the trained nurses estimated that they spent up to twenty per cent of their time on this activity.
48. The Audit Commission's examination of patient records confirms the Ombudsman's view of record-keeping in nursing as 'ritualistic', and lacking essential information (Box B) (Ref. 3).

49. Nurses need greater incentives to invest the time and energy that care planning requires. Specifically, they need to be able to feel the benefits of doing it properly. They need to be able to develop professionally through writing comprehensive, detailed care plans, seeing the outcomes of their own clinical decisions, learning from their mistakes, and judging the quality of their planning skills. Often their involvement with individual patients is too brief and intermittent. They do not see the same patient more than once, and very few see the patient right through to the end of the hospital stay. On ten per cent of the sample wards, the care planning process is so fragmented that one nurse assesses the patient and a different nurse writes the plan of care.

50. Many ward sisters recognise the need to improve record-keeping and care planning, but have not themselves had the experience of seeing it done well. They need to develop confidence in their own abilities to develop the planning and written skills on the nursing team, and support from their medical colleagues who are sometimes openly dismissive of what they regard as nurses wasting time 'form-filling'.

51. Some wards are experimenting with different methods of improving care planning. These include multi-disciplinary care planning; sending nurses on courses; re-designing stationery; introducing core care plans or standardised care plans for common medical and nursing problems; and investing in computerised care planning systems. It is unusual to find wards where innovations of this kind are routinely evaluated. The tendency instead is to herald any change as necessarily an improvement, and to stick with it until the next one comes along. None of the solutions has proved wholly successful, nor are they likely to, until methods of organising the delivery of nursing care build continuity into the relationships between individual patients and nurses.

Box B

PROBLEMS WITH NURSING RECORDS
— records undated and unsigned
— lack of detail about the person rather than the medical problem
— insufficient information about the patient's perception of the problem, and response to treatment
— patient's psychological and emotional needs not documented
— objectives for care not established
— progress towards care objectives not evaluated
— assessments for discharge and discharge plans not documented

Good Practice

— (e) Planning patient care. Paragraph 87, page 46
(f) THE PATIENT'S DAY

52. The timetable of the patient's day can be a reliable indicator of the degree to which nursing care is led by the needs of individual patients as opposed to ward routines.

53. One of the most common complaints about hospitals is about being woken, and woken early. Ten per cent of sample wards allow patients to wake in their own time. A third of the wards wake them before 6.30 a.m.; the rest before 7.30 a.m. Once awake, patients sometimes wait up to two hours for breakfast.

54. But waking times apart, nurses on some wards still organise the patient's day around a set of routine activities that take place at times determined by the ward rather than the patient. This kind of system allows little or no room to take account of the different needs and preferences of individual patients.

55. The rationale for waking patients early and for delivering care on the basis of routines usually has to do with ideas about the amount of work needing to be done on different shifts. Often it is connected to managers' and nurses' desire to divide the work more evenly between the night and day shifts. Patients are woken, and sometimes turned and washed by night staff so that nurses on the early shift will not have to do it. Occasionally some patients do need to be woken early for clinical reasons, but this need not apply to the whole ward. Where ward sisters and their staff have wanted to move away from rigid timetables and early waking, they have found it possible to identify specific patients who need waking and make provision for them.
MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS UNDERLYING THE DELIVERY OF NURSING CARE

56. The factors that detract from continuity and patient-centred care cannot, as it were, simply be 'put right' by making one-off practical adjustments to the organisation of care. There is a need to return to the fundamentals of sound nursing, to ask 'who is the service for?', and to make sure that the answer is 'for the patient'. It is also important for nursing services to become more responsive and flexible so that they are continuously able to adapt to change: in the nature of the clinical work, in the individual and collective needs of patients, and in the organisation of health services.

57. There are three underlying problems in the management of nursing services that affect the quality of the care delivered to patients:

▼ a lack of systematic approaches to quality assessment and quality improvement;

▼ a need to bring responsibility for care and control of ward resources much closer together;
Exhibit 8

QUALITY ASSURANCE IN NURSING
Most wards do not have a systematic approach to quality improvement and do not routinely evaluate changes

Source: Audit Commission sample

▼ a need for greater clarity in management roles and relationships, particularly those of ward sisters and their immediate superiors.

58. Four brief case studies at the end of Part II illustrate the complex relationship that exists between the conduct of management and the delivery of patient care.

THE NEED TO PAY MORE SYSTEMATIC ATTENTION TO QUALITY

59. Systematic quality assessment is potentially one of the most valuable resources for developing practice and helping nursing staff to change. But whilst most hospitals routinely collect data on drug errors, accidents and falls, and some also collect data on hospital acquired infections and pressure sores, the data is put to limited use. Instead of being used in a systematic way to identify problems that might be occurring over time, with staffing, with ward management and with methods of organising patient care, it is more commonly used to find fault with individuals and apportion blame. Ward-based nurses rarely receive feedback about the data, and tend to see it as information 'for the hospital' or 'for them'. The same goes for educational audits which provide a wealth of comparative information about wards within the same hospital but which are rarely seen or used as quality assessment tools.

60. Instead, nurses rely heavily on their professional judgement to assess quality and on teaching to improve it. The most frequent types of quality related activity are: study sessions; audit meetings; quality circles; Total Quality Management meetings; and reviews using off-the-shelf audit packages such as MONITOR or QUALPACS (Exhibit 8). In five of the ten sample hospitals there is some quality related activity, but it tends to be fragmented and patchy. Standards are set but they are not monitored: a MONITOR exercise happens once, but is not repeated; or sisters attend study sessions on standard setting, and there is no follow-up.

61. Wards need to approach quality improvement systematically, and routinely to evaluate changes in nursing practice, in ward organisation and in the delivery of care. They need to obtain feedback from patients about their view of the service. And nurses need to begin to join together with colleagues from other health professions to develop clinical audit and multi-disciplinary standards of care.
62. Only a small minority of sisters and managers feel 'quality' is the 'flavour of the month' with general managers and a waste of time, or experience it as a direct attack on their professionalism. Most want feedback in the form of regular, objective information on the quality of care but lack confidence in their own abilities to set standards or introduce methods to improve quality. Invariably, they welcome help when it is made available.

THE SPLIT BETWEEN RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE WARD AND CONTROL OVER RESOURCES

63. Historically, responsibility for ward resources and for the clinical activity that takes place on the ward has tended to be split between the managers above the ward and outside it who have the resources (often a nurse manager controlling nursing, a medical records manager controlling administrative support, someone else managing the domestic staff, and so on) and the ward sister who is responsible for patient care. But many hospitals are now developing decentralised management structures that heal the divisions and bring the two much closer together.

64. The historical split made it difficult for anyone in the nursing hierarchy to make the links that need to be made to make sure all the resources are used in the best way possible to achieve good quality care. Managers outside the ward have had the final say in staff appointments and shift times, and the authority to move staff around the hospital. Many have 'kept an eye' on ward budgets without having the authority to move money between budget heads and change grade mix. Decisions about the size and composition of ward nursing establishments have often been made right at the top of the nursing hierarchy, without either the ward sister or the ward manager taking part.

65. Although formally, nurses at grade G and above have complete 24-hour a day responsibility for clinical care and the ward, their control over ward resources varies between hospitals, and in some cases, between wards in the same hospital.

▼ Most have some say over appointments to their own wards.

▼ Two out of three have authority over the start and end times of shifts and/or the staff grade mix, but not the ordering of bank or agency staff, the size of the ward establishment or the budget.

Good Practice

— The need to pay more systematic attention to quality
Paragraphs 92-94, pages 48-51
One in three has no authority or influence over shifts, grade mix, the size and composition of the establishment, or the budget.

In fifty per cent (five out of ten) of sample hospitals a night nurse manager recruits and manages night staff and the ward sister does not control the nurses who work on her ward at night. The management of night nursing staff is under review in a great many hospitals with the responsibility gradually being transferred to the ward sister. But even where sisters manage their own night staff, those nurses can be re-deployed by night managers to other wards.

Two out of three manage clerical staff, a smaller number manage domestic staff. But even where sisters have formal responsibility for support staff, they seem not to feel in control. In the ward clerk’s absence, cover is almost never provided, and although one of the most common complaints is that nurses spend too much time on clerical and other 'non-nursing' duties, very few sisters negotiate changes in the amount of clerical time or in the actual hours the clerk works.

Two of the sample hospitals call sisters 'budget holders'. In one, they simply monitor the budget, whilst in the other they have the power to move money between budget-heads and they participate in budget-setting meetings.

Only a handful of sisters take part in meetings to set ward establishments.

THE LACK OF CLARITY IN MANAGEMENT ROLES AND RELATIONSHIPS

66. The profound changes in nursing and hospital management of the past decade have exposed nurse managers to a great deal of uncertainty about the expectations of others above and below them in the hierarchy. But although there is anxiety amongst managers and ward sisters about the concept of the 'ward manager', and about further and continuing changes in nursing management, some are thriving.

67. Many nurse managers are functioning with new titles or are in entirely new posts in structures that have not yet settled down. Whilst some lack a sense of achievement and feel guilty about 'spreading themselves too thinly', others have been able to turn this into an opportunity to develop new management skills or enter external courses of study for further qualifications (e.g. DMS and MBA).
They find the experience all the more worthwhile when there are other managers from the same hospital also on the course.

68. At ward sister level the same kind of differences obtain. Some ward sisters relish new and expanded roles and the opportunity to have more power to control the ward resources. But the pressures are intense and some can only describe their role as a list of responsibilities they struggle to meet: for patient care, teaching, and ward administration, staff development, and 'management' (meaning time away from the ward in management meetings).

69. Amongst the great variety of different accounts of the roles that sisters struggle to reconcile, there are four that prevail:

   (i) The *traditional* ward sister – who knows everything and everybody on the ward, makes all the decisions in clinical care and management of the ward, has immense personal authority and is respected by patients, nurses and medical staff alike. Paradoxically, perhaps, she has her shadow in the traditional image of the sister as someone who rules the ward from the office, has minimal direct contact with patients, is rarely seen out on the ward, and spends much of her time on routine administration.

   (ii) The ward sister as *clinical nurse*, struggling to retain a foot-hold in patient care, at odds with what she feels to be the illegitimate calls on her time that take her away from patients and students. One said 'I have less and less hands-on experience as a nurse. I've abandoned formal teaching because of the pressure. I'd like to spend more time with patients and students, and so I usually do the paperwork at home.' Another described herself as 'a clinical person' who had never wanted to be away from patients. She resented the workload assessment system in use in the hospital, which she interpreted as evidence of senior managers' lack of faith in nurses' professional judgement: 'It's all dependencies and writing down'.

   (iii) The sister as *manager-administrator* who prioritises staff development, teaching and administration. Regardless of whether or not she is counted on the off-duty, she wants to spend less time on clinical care and devote more time to these activities. 'We're supposed to be managers and respon-
— The lack of clarity in management roles and relationships. Paragraphs 95-104, pages 51-53

(iv) The sister as manager-leader who wants to be less involved in doing the work than in constructing the framework for it. This image of the sister is closely associated with the professional ideal of leading a team of practising professionals. Her role is to manage the wards, provide clinical expertise if required, set standards and monitor them, assess the skills and abilities of the nurses and lend support where it is needed. One sister who had adopted this interpretation of the role said, ‘If I’m not here, nothing should change. I see myself as the ‘voice of the ward’, negotiating between staff and management. I co-ordinate what goes on, but I don’t usually do hands-on care myself’.

THE NEED TO MATCH RESPONSIBILITY FOR PATIENT CARE WITH CONTROL OF RESOURCES: FOUR CASE STUDIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

A ward sister organised the roster to support the development of primary nursing teams. But her attempt to create stability in her teams was undermined by hospital policy which dictated that temporary nurses should not work in the same area on more than three successive occasions. The hospital relied heavily on temporary staff and the policy was intended to reduce expenditure in this area. All requests for bank or agency nurses had to be channelled through one of the managers. Almost every time the sister needed temporary staff, a new bank nurse, unfamiliar with the ward and with the permanent members of the ward team, arrived on duty. In one month, this ward employed a different bank nurse on 80 separate shifts.
Case Study B

A ward sister wanting to introduce primary nursing needed another trained nurse on the team. Neither she nor her immediate manager were sure when or how the ward establishment was decided, who had the authority to change the grade mix or who controlled the ward budget. The sister's confidence in her own abilities to make changes and lead the nursing team was undermined and she became dispirited about both her position and her own management ability.

Case Study C

At the behest of management a ward conducted its own activity analysis which showed that nurses were spending over a quarter of their time on 'non-nursing' duties. The analysis showed that most of this time was spent answering the telephone, matching test results to medical notes and ordering supplies. As a result of the survey no action was taken. The clerical in-put to the wards was provided from the medical records budget (the medical records officer managed the ward clerks), and managers in nursing did not feel able to pursue the matter.

Case Study D

To build greater flexibility into the timetable of patients' days, a ward needed to vary the times at which nurses arrived on duty in the morning. The ward sister believed that she did not have the authority to change shift times and that hospital policy demanded standard shifts. Nevertheless, she placed a request with her manager to be allowed to stagger the start-times of some nurses. Her manager was unsure of her own authority in this area and passed the request up the tree to her manager. Although the sister had been waiting more than six months for an answer the manager felt unable to pursue the application on her behalf, sensing that her immediate superiors had 'more important' things on their minds. At the top of the nursing hierarchy, the Director of Nursing Services believed she had delegated managerial authority over shifts and grade mix to managers immediately above ward level.
Overcoming the Obstacles

INTRODUCTION

70. The two final sections of the handbook describe measures that will help nursing staff to deliver continuous, patient-centred care. Section 5 makes practical and technical recommendations that will make it possible for nursing staff to respond more easily to the individual needs of patients. Section 6 explores the structure and style of nursing management that can help to resolve the fundamental organisational problems underlying the delivery of nursing care on acute general wards. All the recommendations are based on methods of work and approaches to care that exist and are being tried in NHS hospitals.

71. Both sets of recommendations are important. The immediate problems in nursing on acute general wards are associated with a lack or loss of continuity and personalised care. But, inevitably, the problems of today will give way to new and different problems in the future. Advances in medical practice and technology, changes in the organisation of health services, and changes in the health status of populations, create a constant momentum with which nursing must keep pace.

72. The practical recommendations in this section are not intended as ready made solutions to the problems in any hospital or ward. Changing the delivery of nursing care is not an 'all or nothing' activity. It is an incremental process. Every ward is at its point somewhere along the quality dimensions; most achieve some but not all the criteria.

73. In every setting, it is important to take stock of the existing state of play, and to establish priorities specific to that setting. The plans will be implemented more effectively if nursing staff are able to make changes gradually at a manageable pace. More importantly, real and tangible improvements in the quality of patient care on acute general wards only come about when both the care objectives, and the
process of moving towards them, engages the imagination and aspirations of ward nurses.

74. It is possible that some recommendations will appear threatening, because they are about process – the 'how' of nursing – and about working practices. It is always important for the main change agents (in this case, managers and sisters) to prepare themselves in advance to encounter resistance – albeit passive resistance of the cynical variety. It is not unusual, for instance, to hear nurses insisting that there simply are not any wards practising 'real', stable, team / primary /named nursing, that claims to that effect are false, and that changing the organisation of care cannot be done without additional resources.

75. Leadership of the change process is essential, but it should not be seen as a mysterious quality that belongs to only a few chosen individuals. In hospital nursing, for example, it is associated with an accumulation of specific skills and experience put to good effect. The practical skills of the leading sisters and managers in the Audit Commission study lie in their own deep-seated knowledge of the clinical areas they manage, in planning, careful preparation, understanding what is going on and how patients and staff feel about it, sensitivity to timing and good judgement. The most effective leaders are experts in timing, knowing when to set new objectives, when to increase the pressure or quicken the pace, when to ease off to give time to consolidate and celebrate what has been achieved.

**STRENGTHENING CONTINUITY OF CARE**

(a) METHODS OF ALLOCATING PATIENTS TO NURSES

76. The number of nursing staff working with an individual patient on a ward needs to be kept to a minimum.

A variety of mechanisms help to reduce the numbers of nursing staff in contact with individual patients.

⚠️ The patient can be allocated to a named nurse who is a primary nurse and who has identified associates working with her patients on the shifts when she does not work. In this instance, only the primary nurse and her associates deliver direct care to the patient.
Alternatively, the patient can be allocated to a team, with one member of the team nominated as the named nurse. Only nurses belonging to the team will be directly involved in caring for the patient.

Once a patient has been allocated to a team, he/she remains with that team until their discharge from the ward.

The roster is used as a tool to create stable sub-groups of nurses (primary nurse plus associates or teams). Within the sub-groups, nurses work on opposite shifts across the twenty-four hour period. Normally, this means abandoning the traditional form of hierarchical roster that is compiled for the ward as a whole, in favour of a roster that divides the total ward complement up into the requisite number of sub-groups. Each of the sub-groups is then conceptualised as a 'mini-ward', and rostered accordingly.

The principle of reducing the numbers of different people in contact with individual patients is applied to student nurses, nursing auxiliaries and temporary staff. They are attached either to a primary nurse or to a team, and work with the patients belonging to that sub-group of nurses rather than with all the patients on the ward.

On wards where the lay-out or restricted availability of piped gases makes it necessary to move patients around the ward, patients who have to be moved continue to be looked after by the same nurses. It can be a useful exercise to study the reasons for moving patients over a specified period of time. Frequently, it is habit of mind, the idea that acutely ill patients must be positioned directly in front of the nursing station, and not clinical necessity, that causes a move. Once nurses begin to develop stable relationships with patients it begins to seem more natural to take the care to the patient, than to move the patient to the care.

(b) CLINICAL DECISION-MAKING

77. Responsibility for clinical decisions in the care of individual patients is limited to nurses whose knowledge of the patient is acquired first-hand.

78. There is more than one way to increase continuity in clinical decision-making. However, the key to reducing the numbers of nurses involved in making clinical
decisions about individual patients and achieving clarity in the decision-making process is *delegation.*

- One nurse has *overall* responsibility for the assessment of the patient's needs, the plan of care, implementation and major evaluation of the plan throughout the patient's stay. This is the patient's named nurse, who may be a primary nurse or the leader of a team. The responsibility for decision-making does not pass from one nurse in charge to another with every shift, although clearly, the responsibility for providing safe care does.

- The deputising arrangements for decision-making when the responsible nurse is not on duty, including at night-time, are established clearly, and in advance.

- The patient and the patient's visitors, friends and relatives are told which nurse has this responsibility and they are encouraged to discuss any matters of concern with her. They are also told about the deputising arrangements.

- The name of the responsible nurse is written above the patient's bed and in other appropriate places.
(c) COMMUNICATION

79. As a general rule, the number of people communicating with and about individual patients is kept to a minimum.

Communication between patients and nurses

80. The nurse who delivers care directly to the patient is responsible for communicating with the other health professionals involved in his or her care.

▼ Every patient is told the name of the nurse who has overall responsibility for the decisions in his or her care.

▼ The responsible nurse introduces herself by name, explains her role and makes sure the patient understands that if s/he is anxious or worried about anything, she is the person to tell.

▼ Every member of ward staff in contact with the patient for the first time introduces him or herself by name, explains who they are and their role in relation to the patient.

▼ Patients are given written information about the ward and the system of care, and invited to make suggestions and complaints.

Communication between nurses at handover

81. Because the method of allocation allows nurses to develop relationships with individual patients over time, the nurse arriving on duty (unless she is new to the ward) already has a great deal of information about a number of the patients with whom she will be working. The only patients she will not know will be patients who have been admitted since she was last on duty.

▼ Because nurses already know most of the biographical details of the patients the report is kept very brief, concentrating only on matters that affect the patient's care in the next and subsequent shifts.

▼ Nurses are expected to consult the care plan for the details.

▼ Nurses receive a detailed report only on the patients with whom they are going to work, not for every patient on the ward.
The main nurse delivering care to the patient on one shift hands over to the main nurse who will deliver care to her/him on the next.

**CASE STUDY 1**

**COMMUNICATION AT HANOVER:**

Athlone Ward, Middlesex Hospital.

The method of allocation (primary nursing) already allowed nurses to work with the same patients throughout their length of stay. But Athlone Ward found it useful to use a couple of monthly staff meetings to review the conduct of the report and the value of the information passed from one shift to the next.

Nursing staff decided that it was not an effective use of time to receive details about all the patients on the ward at the start of the shift, as they had a communication board stating which patient was in bed at the entrance to the ward. A book was kept in the treatment room which provided details of any patient on the ward who was not to receive cardiopulmonary resuscitation. They agreed that every nurse was responsible for checking the book when arriving on duty. They have found the system works well:

- it is a more effective use of time;
- it provides an opportunity for reciprocal communication between the patient and the nurses.

After first implementing the changes, they identified potential concerns:

- breach of confidentiality should other patients overhear;
- lack of opportunity for patients to 'opt out' should they wish;
- inexperienced nurses handing over inappropriate information.

These concerns have subsequently been overcome by the introduction of a nursing standard and further evaluation and research.
Communication between nurses and other health professions

82. Effective communication between nurses and professional colleagues from other disciplines, on and off the wards, requires agreement and understanding about how the channels of communication work and about roles and responsibilities. The need to keep open and discuss channels of communication is especially important in times of change.

83. The numbers of different people communicating with one another about the same patient needs to be kept to the minimum, and to include only those who are directly involved in the patient's care.

▼ The ward sister's role is to make explicit the correct channels of communication between nurses, doctors and the other health professionals involved with patients on her ward. She discusses and agrees in advance changes in customary practice affecting communication between nurses and others with everyone concerned, so that there can be no doubt in any one's mind about the communication system on the ward.

▼ She teaches junior members of nursing staff to communicate effectively with their professional colleagues. The teaching role extends to participating in meetings and attending ward rounds with students and juniors until they are competent to take full part in the process.

▼ She makes sure that multi-disciplinary meetings and case conferences happen, negotiating with medical staff and other professional colleagues to obtain their commitment to attend meetings.

▼ The nurse who attends these meetings is the nurse directly caring for the patient.

▼ The nurse who has the main responsibility for communicating with the patient is the main channel of communication on behalf of that patient with professional colleagues from other disciplines.

▼ The deputising arrangements for when she is not available are made in advance and are clearly understood.
84. The Department of Health's guidance on planning discharge from hospital is practical, comprehensive and a useful starting point (Ref.15). A number of hospitals and wards in the study sample were starting work to improve discharge planning. The emergent features in their work are:

▼ A hospital discharge policy that is clear, simple and practical. All members of staff are trained in implementing the policy, and a system is established for monitoring the policy, following-up samples of patients and collecting data on unplanned re-admissions.

▼ One nurse has overall responsibility for the discharge plan and for co-ordinating the discharge arrangements. This is the nurse who has the main responsibility for communicating with the patient and the relatives or carers.

▼ Every patient is assessed for discharge, although not all patients need an elaborate discharge plan. The assessment is completed at the initial patient assessment and history-taking, and the outcome is documented.

▼ At discharge, the patient is given written information to accompany the oral explanations about after-care, further appointments, drugs, self-care, and so on.

85. Although hospital managers and nursing staff will state the rules of good discharge planning ('preparation for discharge starts at admission'; 'the patient and the relatives/carers must be consulted', and so on), generally speaking, the rules are still not being applied. The most likely explanation for the gap between the theory and actual practice lies in the fact that it is very difficult for hospital-based staff to hold on to an awareness of patients' lives outside hospital.

86. It may need a cultural shift in the awareness and attitudes of hospital-based staff for improvements to take place in discharge planning.
DISCHARGE PLANNING:
Christchurch Ward, Battle Hospital, Reading

Nurses on Christchurch Ward at Battle Hospital in Reading, succeeded in improving their discharge planning by using a quality improvement/standard setting approach to implementing and evaluating change (see the first page of the discharge planning standard in Figure 3).

Before they set the standard, they recognised the need to do some research. Their objective was to achieve good discharge planning for a range of patient types, but they realised they knew very little about both their own discharge planning practice and what had happened to patients after they had been discharged and any problems they may have experienced.

They decided that some nurses should accompany discharged patients home, whilst others would conduct a short interview with previous patients on the telephone. The results of this relatively simple qualitative research exercise, together with systematic discussions about all the issues involved on the ward, brought about a profound change of awareness on the ward about the significance of hospital discharge to patients, and about their own practice.

For the first time, the meaning of continuity of care beyond the ward door came alive to them. They found it easier to visualise patients' home circumstances, became more interested in finding out about them, and understood the importance of assessing for discharge at the time of admission.

They take it in turns to rotate on standards monitoring duties for a period of months. The discharge planning standard is monitored continually (using the questionnaire in Figure 3, overleaf), and the results are fed back to the ward team at staff meetings. As problems come to light they are discussed, and action plans are drawn up to resolve them.
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**Achieve Standard By:** MAY 1991  
**Review Standard By:** JAN 1992  
**Standard Compiled By:** John S.  
**Agreed By:** [Signature]

### Standard Statement

Patients are not discharged from Christchurch Ward until arrangements for meeting their needs in the community have been completed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. WH& discharge policy and patient's nursing record and discharge plans are available. Nurses are given instruction on discharge planning orientation. | 1. Preparation for patient's discharge begins on admission when nurses discuss:  
   - social circumstances  
   - known lifestyle  
   - physical and mental capabilities  
   - family support  
   - existing social services support. | 1. A comprehensive assessment of patient's home conditions is available. |
| 2. Telephone/bell numbers of health care professionals and referral sheets are available on the ward. | 2. Nurses arrange early referral of patients requiring specialist assessment from occupational therapist/physiotherapist, and record of details in the patient's discharge plan and nursing records. | 2. The patient has any specialist assessment completed before discharge. |
| 3. Aircall system for contacting community personnel operates. | 3. Nurses liaise and co-operate with health care professionals, community staff, social services and patient's relatives concerning:  
   - home assessment  
   - alterations to housing  
   - equipment/aids required  
   - home help and special support. | 3. Necessary home alterations are completed before discharge, and any special equipment/aids to independence and social support are immediately available. |
| 4. Self-medication sheets and DNSS patient information on social support are available on the ward. | 4. Nurses discuss discharge arrangements with the patient and plan for and assist them with their individual needs in the community including:  
   - skill checks  
   - self care  
   - self medication  
   - independence and mobility. | 4. The patient is confident about their ability to cope at home. |
| 5. Aircall and Response record from District nurse is on the ward. Medication dispensed for patients to take home is delivered to the ward. Hospital care/fares assistance scheme is available for patients being discharged from hospital. Ambulance service is only to be used on medical grounds when established procedures followed. Ward diary is maintained and arrangements are made. | 5. The patient's Primary Nurse is responsible for the safe co-ordination of patient's discharge home, and for ensuring the final arrangements are completed. Patients leave the hospital accompanied by a responsible person. | 5. Patient's safety and continuity of care following discharge from hospital are assured. |
| 6. Discharge letters are completed. Outpatients appointments made before patient discharge. | 6. Before the patient leaves the ward the nurse ensures that patient, relatives, hospital and community personnel are fully informed and understand the discharge arrangements. Day Hospital referrals are confirmed. Relevant documentation is completed. | 6. Misunderstandings and breakdowns in communication related to the patient's discharge and subsequent care at home do not occur. |
Patients are not discharged from Christchurch Ward until arrangements for meeting their needs in the community have been completed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONITORING METHOD</th>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Records</td>
<td>1P &amp; O</td>
<td>An assessment of patient's home circumstances is documented in nursing records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>WBHA Discharge Policy is on the ward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask/observe</td>
<td>2P &amp; O</td>
<td>Patients requiring specialist assessment receive this prior to discharge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>Referral to Occupational Therapist/Physiotherapist is documented in nursing records.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask relatives</td>
<td>3P</td>
<td>Patient's relatives have discussed with ward staff the patient's home care needs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Ask Occupational Therapist and Social Worker | 30 | - Any home alterations have been completed before discharge.  
- Equipment aids are available for use on discharge.  
- Social support has been arranged to commence immediately after discharge. |
| Ask nurses        | 4P   | Nurse has discussed discharge plans with patient. |
| Ask patient       | 40   | Patient feels able to cope at home. |
| Observe           | 55   | Medication to be taken home by patient is delivered to ward. |
| Observe/ask       | 5P & O | Primary nurse has completed and checked arrangements for patient discharge. |
| Observe           | 5P   | Patients are accompanied by a responsible person when discharged. |
| Observe/ask       | 65 & P | Documentation pertaining to patient's discharge has been completed. |
In order to help us monitor our standard of discharge planning, we would be grateful if you would complete this questionnaire with reference to:

Hospital Label

Were the patient's care needs discussed with you over the telephone prior to discharge? Yes/No

Comments:

Was the nursing section completed on the discharge letter? Yes/No

Comments:

Were there any omissions? Yes/No

Comments:

Are there any other comments that you wish to make about this patient's discharge?

Thank you for your help.

Please return in the envelope provided, via internal mail, as soon as possible.
ENHANCING PATIENT-CENTRED CARE

(e) PLANNING PATIENT CARE

87. The changes that have been outlined, especially those affecting methods of patient-nurse allocation and rules of clinical decision-making, provide the context that has potential to motivate nurses to document individualised plans of care. In addition:

▼ The relevance of documenting care plans to the delivery of personalised care is underlined in the ward philosophy or statement of values.

▼ The ward sister and managers actively demonstrate the value they attach to care planning by showing an interest in completed care plans, and expecting nurses to refer to records at report and in teaching sessions.

▼ The time it takes to plan care properly is explicitly acknowledged.

▼ Care plans and continuation sheets are clearly signed and dated.

▼ Nurses complete care plans and records during the shift, as much as possible by the patient's bedside. The documentation is not left to the end of the shift, it is not delegated to someone who does not know the patient, and it is not done at home.

▼ Nurses rely on the plans for information about the patients. They refer to them at handover and during the shift, and they direct new and temporary members of staff to them for information about patients.

▼ The plans include enough detailed information for any nurse involved with the patient to be able to find out everything she needs to know both about the patient's clinical condition and personal preferences.

▼ If the ward uses standardised or core care plans, they are individualised. Where care planning has been computerised, there is scope for free text to allow the plan to be adapted to the person.

(f) THE PATIENT'S DAY

88. The patient is consulted over how s/he likes to spend the day and the timing of events (e.g. when s/he will wake up, wash, rest, have visitors).
The patient's preferences are documented in the care plan. Within the limits of what is clinically permissible and practicable for the ward, the patient's preferences determine the shape of the day.

The nurse responsible for the clinical decisions affecting the patient's care will discuss the plan of care with the medical staff and establish the clinical requirements governing the timing of treatment for that individual patient.
INTRODUCTION

89. The purpose of this final section of the handbook is to show by practical example how sisters and managers can not only cope with change, but become successful leaders of the change process.

90. The health service is full of talk about 'quality' and 'the management of change', but how do managers and ward sisters with new responsibilities know where to start? One of the best ways is to see what other people are doing, to visit other wards and hospitals and talk to the people involved. The section ends with a list of contact names and addresses of people that may be useful.

91. If it is not possible to visit other wards and hospitals, reading about what other people are doing is, perhaps, the next best option. The concluding section of the handbook is therefore organised around two case studies. The first, shows how the general principles of quality assurance have been introduced at Battle Hospital in Reading. The work that nurses and managers are doing in the hospital demonstrates that, provided one goes about it in the right way, it is possible to achieve measurable improvements in the quality of patient care. The final case study, brings the rhetoric of 'change-management' to life. It tells the story of how a Clinical Nurse Manager (CNM) and a team of sisters changed the organisation of care within a clinical area.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

92. The general principles of successful quality improvement programmes are well-established. They are about finding the right balance between leadership at the top and autonomy at the bottom; between the senior managers' commitment to quality assurance and the freedom for groups of staff to look at their practice and make their own decisions about how to improve it. Improving quality is a con-
tinuous process that comes about through practitioners acquiring tools and techniques to examine what they are doing. The essential tools are skills in setting standards, monitoring and action planning.

93. The RCN's DySSSy system (Ref. 16) has done a great deal to develop and demonstrate the application of general principles to quality improvements within nursing. This is partly through the work it has done on refining the methodology for monitoring standards, and through the various activities and organisations associated with it: e.g. facilitation and group skills workshops, and the Quality Assurance Network. The latter publishes a newsletter, and holds meetings and conferences.

94. The work described in Case Study 3 puts the principles into practice. It takes two starting points for granted. An assumption that it is always possible to make changes for the better, no matter how intractable the situation. Everyone wants to do good work, and nurses are basically motivated by the desire to help people. And the assumption that it is best to begin with whatever material presents itself as relevant to this area of work, and this group of staff, at this particular time.

### CASE STUDY 3

**SETTING STANDARDS**

Battle Hospital, Reading

One of the organisational pre-requisites for standard setting (or any quality improvement) is a forum that brings staff (including night staff) together. At Battle, where shift overlaps last less than an hour, staff meetings on wards usually take place in the late afternoon or early evening.

The standard setting process on a ward begins with a group discussion – led by the Senior Practice Development Nurse who has had training in group work and facilitation – about, in very general terms, how staff 'would like things to be'. The Practice Development Nurse describes this process as 'like putting a mirror up to the nurses that allows them to see what they are doing.'
Gradually, the conclusions from the general discussion about what staff would like the ward to be like are condensed down into short statements that can be written down. The statements spell out the philosophy of the ward and the values of the team, and from there staff begin to explore what they mean in practical terms. Which areas of their work, and what happens on the ward in particular, express their values? And what do they need to change to bring their practice in line with their aspirations?

The length of time the process takes varies in different parts of the hospital depending on a number of factors. These include: the nature of the clinical work, the dynamics of the group, and staff morale. In some cases staff have written the philosophy themselves after two meetings; in others, it has taken twice weekly meetings over a period of a month or more with the Practice Development Nurse acting as facilitator and helping them to write the philosophy.

Once the group has succeeded in identifying a specific area of practice they want to develop, they begin the process of standard setting. There is no single right way of going about this. Sometimes it involves members of the nursing team in a short period of study and research; sometimes it emerges out of group discussions that look at the detail of how the ward works.

At this stage of the process the key is to set a standard that is achievable and that can be measured, and to agree a method for monitoring it. (Appendix 1 shows two of the standards developed out of this process on two acute general wards.) Once a standard has been set and is being monitored, the results of the monitoring are fed back to the group of staff. (See Appendix 1 for examples of monitoring methods.)

At Battle, the monitoring is usually done by a group of three to four nurses from any/every grade. The monitoring nurses are either elected by the ward team or they volunteer for the job. They serve on the monitoring team for periods of up to six months. Monitoring involves them in some additional work, but as far as possible they include it
in their normal way of working. They do it continually, usually monthly, and it can involve observation, interviewing patients and their visitors, or checking nursing records. The results of their work are discussed at staff meetings, and where there is a need to take action – either to stop the standard falling, or, if the standard is being met, to develop it further – the staff group develops an action plan.

GENERAL LESSONS IN THE MANAGEMENT OF WARD-BASED NURSING

THE ROLE OF THE WARD SISTER

95. The ward sister holds the key to the ward: her management style determines the ethos and direction of the ward and its response to change.

96. The sisters managing the more patient-centred wards in the study sample are not all the same age, they trained at different times and they are at different stages in their careers. But they do have two things in common: they see their role clearly, and they have enough authority and autonomy to bring about improvements in patient care.

97. They do not necessarily all have the same view of the sister's role – some put more emphasis on clinical work, others on facilitating and developing staff. But
they all see skills in planning, delegation, negotiation and communication as the most important.

**SISTER A:** 'I am the co-ordinator and the facilitator of everything the staff do on the ward. I don't do everything myself, but I do know everything that goes on. As much as possible, I like to get the staff involved in doing some of the more 'traditional' elements of the sister's role. That's why we started a system of self assessment in pairs, so that they do not come to me for everything.'

**SISTER B:** 'I think my role is to think ahead and plan what will happen on the ward, and also to be the clinical leader. To do that I need to be a bit removed. I need to take time away so that I'm not always just reacting to the latest crisis, and so I've had to spend a lot of time with my F grade deputy working out our separate roles.'

**SISTER C:** 'I have to be included on the off-duty, and I don't have as much time as I would like to develop the ward. But I work very closely with the junior sister, and we have learned to delegate an awful lot of the work I used to do to the others. Each team does its own roster now and the junior sister checks it and makes sure of the cover for the whole ward. The other thing is we've got better at having systems. Systems for ordering so that the ward clerk can do it, for induction and for students' training. We've found it saves time in the long run.'

98. Innovative sisters succeed in improving patient care through a combination of their own individual qualities and skills and the character of the management environment in which they operate (Box C).

**THE WARD SISTER'S MANAGER**

99. Regardless of whether their background is in nursing or general management, the effective managers at this level also have a clear understanding of what can be achieved, and ground themselves firmly in knowing what is happening on the wards, clinically and as well as in other respects.

100. Their knowledge derives partly from direct, personal contact with patients and staff, but also from collecting, or causing other departments (personnel, finance, planning and information, quality etc.) to collect systematic data. They use the information at their disposal both to compare different wards, and to
monitor developments on the same ward over time. It is a useful tool in helping sisters on wards that lag behind set objectives and in sharing the good practice of the more advanced wards across all the wards in their span of control.

101. They conduct their relationship to the wards through the ward sister but they do not interfere with either her management of the ward or her relationship with her staff. Instead, they consult and involve her in decisions about the ward's resources, and actively involve themselves in agreeing with the sister the framework of objectives and standards within which she will manage.

102. On staff development, for example, one manager agreed a programme for staff development with the ward sisters in her Clinical Directorate. The programme identifies the skills and qualifications required for every post and grade and for every individual member of staff within the first two years of appointment.

103. The programme provides the framework within which sisters agree 'learning contracts' with their staff, and plan training and study leave for up to a year ahead. In this way, sisters are directly involved in staff development, and can make sure that the staff member's learning contract combines her own professional aspirations with the training needs of the Directorate or Unit.

104. One of the key functions of managers outside the wards is to negotiate with medical consultants and other managers the parameters of workload, staffing, quality and budgets within which the nursing service is provided. It is more efficient to negotiate on behalf of a group of wards than a single ward and where managers take on this role, it leaves ward sisters free to get on with the business of running their ward.

CASE STUDY 4

CHANGING THE ORGANISATION OF CARE:
Renal Services, Hope Hospital, Salford

The case study begins with the Clinical Nurse Manager (CNM) of Renal Services at Hope Hospital, now Senior Nurse Manager for the Clinical Directorate of Medicine.
Her understanding of her role was that she was the patient's advocate; she saw her main task as being continuously to improve standards of care; her route into it, through valuing the nursing staff.

She was quite clear in her own mind that there is a difference between leadership and taking a top-down approach to quality improvement. She saw it as essential that she should know the clinical areas and have an analysis of their various philosophies, strengths and weaknesses. But against that background, her task was not to take the clinical areas over, to set standards for them, or to lead the teams in setting them. It was to meet the sisters and plan a strategy with them for improving quality.

In the meetings with sisters, she set out what she expected, asked them what they were doing and then left it to them to work out how they were going to achieve the objectives. She always made clear that they could come back to her for help, advice or guidance and that she would seek additional help for them if it was needed. She provided them with references for good practice and professional guidelines wherever possible.

When she was identifying her own objectives, the CNM envisaged that the introduction of primary nursing was achievable by the end of the first year within the Renal Services.

Each of the clinical areas had previously had its own particular way of organising care, although all of them saw themselves as doing individualised nursing care. The sisters had relatively little contact with each other's areas, but all of them faced similar difficulties and problems. The Nurse Manager acknowledged that the sisters needed to discuss collectively their understanding of their own role and general issues in management.

She presented six factors to the sisters which, when addressed would provide the foundations for change. They needed to:

▼ Develop management competencies for the sisters to enable them to become the professional and managerial leader of their clinical area,
and to nurture and ensure the quality of their teams. (They could use the existing staff appraisal system to do this.)

▼ Create a climate for change.

▼ Empower nursing staff below F grade to be autonomous within the bounds of their own professional knowledge and clinical skills.

▼ Develop nurses' confidence in decision-making, inter-personal and organisational skills, so that they could form the necessary relationships with patients, carers and multi-disciplinary teams.

▼ Explain the organisation and management of nursing care to the medical staff and other professional colleagues.

▼ Tell patients, carers and visitors to the areas what they were doing.

She asked the nine sisters to write short papers identifying the pros and cons of changing to primary nursing. The sisters were to consider the changes that would need to be made in their own area down to the last detail. Where these were likely to entail major changes in rosters, shifts and mentoring systems, they were to include in their papers worked examples of how to overcome the problems.

During a six week period, although they were free to return to the manager at any time for help, the sisters spent the time talking to their staff about the issues and getting them involved in thinking through the potential problems.

The CNM wrote a summary of the nine papers and presented the results at a further meeting. Together they discussed outstanding problems, agreed a timetable and set a date for reviewing their progress towards primary nursing. They also agreed on a strategy for monitoring the changes and a means to feed back the results through further meetings.

The approach empowered the sisters to take responsibility for the re-organisation of patient care within their areas. And it also allowed all the staff to contribute their views to the framework for change and have ownership of the process.
USEFUL CONTACTS

1. Many of the Regional Health Authorities employ nurses in practice development/research and development posts who can be contacted through the RHA office.

2. It is also worth making contact with local Schools and Colleges of Nursing to find out the names of teaching staff who have a particular interest in the areas of quality improvement/organisation of care who may be able to help.

3. The RCN Standards of Care Project and the Quality Assurance Network can be contacted at: The Institute of Nursing, Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford OX2 6HE.

4. The Nursing Audit Information Service provides a literature search on quality initiatives and good practice. They are based at: The King’s Fund Centre, 126, Albert Street, London NW1 7NF.

5. The Nursing Developments Programme which is involved in setting up and monitoring of Nursing Developments Units is also at the King’s Fund Centre in London.

6. The King’s Fund Primary Nursing Network is at the School of Nursing Studies, University of Wales College of Medicine, Heath Park, Cardiff CF4 4XW.
### Appendix

#### Standard Statement
Nurses on Castle Ward provide support advice and information to recently bereaved people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Information on grieving process and dealing with newly bereaved people is available. Nurses have the opportunity to attend counseling study days. A quiet area is available for counseling newly bereaved people.</td>
<td>1. Nurse who is known to the bereaved provides an opportunity to talk with those concerned in a quiet private area.</td>
<td>1. Bereaved people feel their needs and concerns have been attended to.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Information card is available to give people before leaving the ward. Medical staff are available to assist with giving information. Bereavement Officer is available to coordinate the procedures necessary following a death in hospital.</td>
<td>2. Nurse will seek advice for other members of the nursing and medical team to assist in giving information as necessary. The nurse checks the level of understanding and perception of the situation, and responds accordingly by giving written and verbal information and emotional support before leaving the ward.</td>
<td>2. Newly bereaved people know and understand what has happened and what to do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Chaplain and contact telephone numbers of religious leaders is available. Chapel of rest is provided at the hospital.</td>
<td>3. The nurse offers to contact the hospital Chaplain and other religious leaders as requested, and also arrange for the deceased to be seen in the Chapel of Rest by others close to the deceased, as appropriate.</td>
<td>3. Any religious requests are adhered to.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4. Death certificates, Coroner's telephone number, Post Mortem request forms are available on the ward.</td>
<td>4. The nurse explains any procedural/documentation/formalities required involving appropriate personnel, and checks that explanations are fully understood by those concerned.</td>
<td>4. Any necessary documents are correctly completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Patient property records are maintained and available. There is provision for safe and secure storage of property according to hospital policy.</td>
<td>5. Where possible property is returned to the patient's named next of kin, according to policy. Other arrangements for collective property and/or leaving property with the deceased are discussed. The name and location of the Bereavement Officer is given to the bereaved.</td>
<td>5. Misunderstandings pertaining to the deceased patient's property do not occur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Family Practitioners' telephone numbers are on the ward. Information on support groups is available on the ward. Taxi service numbers. Care plans identify patient's next of kin.</td>
<td>6. The nurse assesses the bereaved person's immediate physical and emotional needs, and assists by arranging transport, contacting personnel, family or friends, and providing information and advice necessary.</td>
<td>6. Safety and emotional security of bereaved people is assured.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nurses on Castle Ward provide support, advice and information to recently bereaved people.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONITORING METHOD</th>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ask</td>
<td>1P</td>
<td>Bereaved people know the nurse giving information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe</td>
<td>1S</td>
<td>A quiet area is available for interviews with bereaved people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>- The nurse talking to relatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- checks their understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- gives written/verbal information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- offers to contact personnel, religious leaders, other family members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- arranges Chapel of Rest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- explains documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- gives them appropriate documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe/Records</td>
<td>5P</td>
<td>Property of deceased patient is returned to appropriate person.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Property record is complete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bereavement Officer is informed/aware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bereaved people know how to contact Bereavement Officer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GP is aware of patient's death.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask</td>
<td>6P</td>
<td>Bereaved people feel their needs have been met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask/Observe</td>
<td>6P</td>
<td>Bereaved people return home safely and without difficulty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Appendix

**WEST BERKSHIRE HEALTH AUTHORITY**

**STANDARD REF. NO. CO A6 219**

**TOPIC** INHIBITION CARE

**SUB-TOPIC** QUALITY CARE WITH URINARY CATHETERS

**APPLICABLE TO** Inpatient wards

**STANDARD STATEMENT:** All patients with urinary catheters will receive nursing care that maintains their safety, comfort and dignity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRUCTURE</th>
<th>PROCESS</th>
<th>OUTCOME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Written information and demonstration equipment is available for teaching patients.</td>
<td>1. As soon as possible after insertion of the catheter the nurse assesses and records: - the patient's ability to understand/manage his/her own catheter - any physical problems associated with catheterisation, e.g. mental trauma, obstruction of flow, general discomfort - other physical and psychological problems that may arise as a result of having an indwelling catheter, with particular reference to: - mobility - risks of infection - dignity and self-esteem.</td>
<td>1. The patient can state the function and reason for the urinary catheter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. A current guidelines for practice for:- - catheterisation - management of urinary catheters - emptying and changing urinary drainage bags are available on the ward.</td>
<td>2. The nurse ensures that care is planned and delivered: - in participation with the patient and/or the patient’s principal carer, as appropriate - in accordance with current guidelines for practice and research findings - ensuring that nurses and patient are aware of hygiene measures necessary - ensuring provision of privacy during catheter care/procedures.</td>
<td>2. The patient does not sustain complications, discomfort or embarrassment associated with having an indwelling catheter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. A selection of urinary bags, appliances, tapes, floor stands, connectors and taps are available on the ward.</td>
<td>3. The nurse selects and utilizes equipment and appliances that provide for the patient’s maximum mobility and independence, whilst maintaining their personal dignity and comfort. Urinary drainage bags are emptied before the patient mobilises, and the patient is assisted to adjust their clothing where necessary.</td>
<td>3. The patient demonstrates the maximum involvement and independence that he/she desires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Community liaison forms and an alarm system are available for contacting patients. Supplies of catheter care equipment for patients' use at home are available on the ward.</td>
<td>4. Patients with indwelling catheters who are being discharged home are assessed prior to discharge to confirm: - their ability to manage their catheter - how to identify problems at an early stage. Community personnel are contacted prior to the patient’s discharge.</td>
<td>4. Community personnel are aware of the patient’s discharge. Patients with indwelling catheters are confident about being at home.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**STANDARD STATEMENT**

All patients with urinary catheters will receive nursing care that maintains their safety, comfort and dignity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONITORING METHOD</th>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observe</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Supply of information on urinary catheters on the ward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask patient</td>
<td>1P</td>
<td>Patients with catheters have been given written/verbal information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask patient</td>
<td>1P</td>
<td>Patient can relate purpose/function of his/her catheter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask patient</td>
<td>1P</td>
<td>Patient can relate common abnormal signs/symptoms associated with catheterisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>Goals for self-care recorded on patient's care plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe/Records</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>Patient self-cares according to plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe/Records</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>Secondary complications to catheterisation are absent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask patient</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Patient says catheter is comfortable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask patient</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Patient accepts catheter in situ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe</td>
<td>3P</td>
<td>Patients have urinary drainage bags emptied before mobilising.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ask patient</td>
<td>3P</td>
<td>Patients say that mobilisation is not compromised due to catheter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe</td>
<td>3P</td>
<td>Mobile patients with catheters have---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- catheter secured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- clothing adjusted to conceal catheter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observe</td>
<td>2P</td>
<td>Catheter procedures are carried out with privacy ensured.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following NHS hospitals were studied:

- Chesterfield & North Derbyshire Royal Hospital – North Derbyshire HA
- Derriford Hospital – Plymouth HA
- Hinchingbrooke Hospital – Huntingdon HA
- Hope Hospital – Salford HA
- Huddersfield Royal Infirmary – Huddersfield HA
- Kent & Sussex and Pembury Hospitals – Tunbridge Wells HA
- Prince Phillip Hospital, Llanelli – East Dyfed HA
- St Mary's and Queen Alexandra Hospitals – Portsmouth HA
- Westminster Hospital – Riverside HA
- Weymouth & District Hospital – West Dorset HA

Briefer study visits were paid to:

- Bury HA (Fairfield General Hospital)
- Freeman Hospital, Newcastle upon Tyne
- Homerton Hospital – City & Hackney HA
- Queen Mary’s Hospital, Roehampton
- Princess Grace Hospital, London – AMI Group
- West Middlesex University Hospital
- Ysbyty Glan, Clwyd
- Ysbyty Gwynedd, Bangor

The interdisciplinary team which conducted the study comprised

- Jocelyn Cornwell
- Ian Jones
David Shepherd

Ken Sneath

and was assisted by Andy Tighe

Eileen Shepherd, Senior Sister, Queen's University Hospital, Nottingham (formerly of West Middlesex University Hospital) acted as a consultant to the team.

The members of the Project Advisory Group were:

Jean Ball, Nuffield Institute for Health Studies

Heather Cawthorne, Department of Health Nursing Division

Alison Kitson, Institute of Nursing, Radcliffe Infirmary and Director of the RCN Standards of Care Project

Helen Quinn, Nuffield Institute for Health Studies (formerly Regional Project Nurse, Northern RHA)

Jane Robinson, Professor of Nursing, Nottingham University Medical School

Jane Salvage, Regional Director for Europe (Nursing), WHO (formerly Director of Nursing Developments, King's Fund)

Caroline Storey, Regional Project Nurse, South Western RHA

Bert Telford, Director of Operations, Burton-on-Trent DGH

Kevin Woods, Director of Corporate Planning, Trent RHA (formerly District General Manager, Chester DHA)

The project team was also advised by a group of ward sisters and nurse managers:

Sue Cooper, Ward Sister, Kent & Sussex Hospital

---

1 Heather Cawthorne replaced Sue Norman, Department of Health, who attended the first two meetings of the advisory group.
Thanks are due to:

- Olly Bamford, Nursing Development Facilitator, The Middlesex Hospital
- Chrissie Dunn, Senior Practice Development Nurse, Battle Hospital
- Helen Whelan, Senior Nurse Manager, Hope Hospital
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